Abstract: Sequential consistency and causal consistency constitute two of the main consistency criteria used to de ne the semantics of accesses in the shared memory model. An execution is sequentially consistent if all processes can agree on a same legal sequential history of all the accesses; if processes perceive distinct legal sequential histories of all the accesses, the execution is only causally consistent (legality means that a read does not get an overwritten value).
De la coh erence causale a la coh erence s equentielle dans les m emoires partag ees
Introduction
For several years the shared memory model has become a pervasive concept in parallel and distributed systems. This is due to the universality of the model: processes distributed over a network and interacting through shared objects (objects distributed over the network, and possibly replicated), t for example perfectly into this model. Moreover, the shared memory model 1 is the adequate framework for de ning consistency criteria: a consistency criterion de nes the value returned by every read operation invoked by a process on some object (or some variable). It is important to stress that the de nition of a consistency criterion must be independent of the possible existence of multiples copies of objects, and must not rely on a particular protocol implementing the criterion; it must be based on a formal model and be as general as possible to make designers capable to study properties of consistency criteria, and to produce results not bound to particular implementations. As for abstract data types, such a classical approach distinguishes clearly the semantics o ered to users from its particular implementations. Several authors have correctly claimed that a memory consistency criterion is a contract between the memory system and application programs 21]. Three main consistency criteria have been proposed in the literature: atomic consistency 19] (also called linearizability 14]), sequential consistency 17] and causal consistency 3]. In all three cases a read operation returns the last value assigned to the variable (or written into the object). The three consistency criteria di er however in the de nition of the last write operation. Atomic consistency is the more restrictive of the three consistency criteria: it requires that all the processes agree on a total order including all the read/write operations that they have issued, and this total order has to respect real time (i.e. if op 1 precedes op 2 in real time, then all the processes have to agree that op 1 has occurred before op 2 ). With sequential consistency, the processes have also to agree on a total order of their read/write operations, but this total order does not have to respect their real time order. With causal consistency, processes can disagree on the way they totally order concurrent write operations.
Causal consistency is included in sequential consistency (i.e. an execution that satis es sequential consistency also satis es causal consistency) and sequential consistency is included in atomic consistency (i.e. an execution that satis es atomic consistency also satis es sequential consistency). If some relationships between atomic and 1 A (logically) shared memory includes simultaneously all the objects with all their implicit mutual and causal dependencies.
RR n 2557 sequential consistencies are well understood (e.g. 5] compares their respective powers), a unifying framework, that would allow for a better understanding of the links between sequential consistency and causal consistency criteria, is still missing. This is precisely the purpose of this paper, which shows that sequential consistency can be obtained from causal consistency by adding some appropriate synchronization constraints (a synchronization constraint orders some pair of operations). This is particularly interesting from methodological and implementation points of view as it means that a family of protocols implementing sequential consistency can be seen as consisting of two independent layers: a basic layer implementing causal consistency and, on top of it, another layer enforcing the chosen synchronization constraints (an interesting consequence of the approach is that only this second layer has to be changed when we want to replace a set of synchronization constraints by another one).
Our work can be seen as a continuation of the work started by Ahamad et al. 4 ]. These authors consider however only two types of synchronization constraints: Data Race Free (DRF) synchronization, and Concurrent Write Free (CWF) synchronization. We generalize their work in two directions. First we distinguish between two classes of synchronization constraints: (1) the per object synchronization constraints, which synchronizes operations on each object independently, and (2) the inter-object synchronization constraints, which synchronizes operations on distinct objects. The DRF synchronization ts into the per object synchronization class, and the CWF synchronization ts into the inter-object synchronization class. The per object synchronization class is particularly interesting, as it provides the locality property introduced by Herlihy and Wing 14] . The second, and most important contribution of the paper, is the introduction of two new synchronization constraints: the Concurrent Read Free (CRF) synchronization, and the Mixed Synchronization Constraint (MSC) which combines the DRF, CWF and CRF synchronizations. The MSC synchronization has the nice property to allow con icting operations on the same object to proceed concurrently. This is particularly interesting in the context of distributed systems where objects are possibly replicated, to cope with partition failures. If sequential consistency is obtained by implementing the MSC synchronization on top of a causally consistent distributed shared memory, then con icting operations issued from two distinct partitions do not necessarily block processes that issued them (when sequential consistency is ensured by quorum based protocols such blocking always occurs).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formally de nes causal and sequential consistency. Section 3 introduces the two classes of synchronization constraints INRIA (per object synchronization and inter-object synchronization), and de nes the DRF, CWF and CRF synchronization constraints. The mixed synchronization constraint MSC is introduced in Section 4. This Section also contains the proof of the main Theorem: GSC allows to transform causal consistency into sequential consistency. Section 5 addresses practical aspects of the MSC synchronization in the context of distributed systems (implementation of the constraint and partition failures). Finally Section 6 discusses other consistency criteria from which sequential consistency can also be obtained.
Shared Memory Model

Notations
We consider a nite set of sequential processes P 1 ; : : :; P n that interact via a nite set X of shared objects. Each object x 2 X can be accessed by read and write operations. A write into an object de nes a new value for the object; a read allows to obtain a value of the object. A write of value v into object x by process P i is denoted w i (x)v; similarly a read of x by process P j is denoted r j (x)v where v is the value returned by the read operation; op will denote either r (read) or w (write). For simplicity, we assume all values written into an object x are distinct. Moreover, the parameters of an operation are omitted when they are not important. Each object has an initial value; it is assumed that this value has been assigned by an initial ctitious write operation.
Histories
The local history b h i of P i is the sequence of operations issued by P i . If op1 and op2 are issued by P i and op1 is issued rst, then we say op1 precedes op2 in P i 's processorder, which is noted op1 ! i op2. Let 
Sequential Consistency
Sequential consistency has been proposed by Lamport in 1979 to de ne a correctness criterion for multiprocessor shared memory systems 17]. Such a system is sequentially consistent with respect to a multiprocess program, if "the result of any execution is the same as if (1) the operations of all the processors where executed in some sequential order, and (2) the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order speci ed by its program".
This informal de nition states that the execution of a program is sequentially consistent if it is equivalent to a sequential execution 4 . More formally, we de ne sequential consistency in the following way. 3 The usual de nition of legality 3, 4] eliminates only the possibility of an intervening write (w(x)u) between the writing of some value (w(x)v) and a reading of the same value (r(x)v). Our de nition of legality allows for a simpler de nition of causal consistency (see Section 2.4). 4 In his de nition, Lamport assumes that the process-order relation de ned by the program (see point (2) of the de nition) is maintained in the equivalent sequential execution, but not necessarily in the execution itself. As we do not consider programs but only executions, we implicitly assume that the process-order relation displayed by the execution histories are the ones speci ed by the programs which gave rise to these execution histories. (Figure 1 ) 6 . Each process P i , (i=1,2), has issued three operations on the shared objects x and y. The write operations w 1 (x)0 and w 2 (x)1 are concurrent. It is easy to see that c H 1 is sequentially consistent by building a legal sequential history including rst the operations issued by P 1 and then the ones issued by P 2 . It is also easy to see that the history c H 2
INRIA
( Figure 2) is not sequentially consistent, as no equivalent legal sequential history can be built. Various cache-based protocols implementing sequential consistency have been proposed in the context of parallel machines 1, 5, 20] . The protocols presented in 1, 20] allow several read operations and one write operation to concurrently access a same variable (reading of cached values and writing into the main memory) but do not allow concurrent write operations on a same variable. One of the protocols (called fast write) presented in 5] allows write operations on a same variable to proceed concurrently. However, these protocols do not assume an underlying causally consistent memory, and thus could not identify the two layers approach and the mixed synchronization constraint given in the paper.
In the context of distributed systems, where each object is supported by several permanent copies, non cached-based protocols implementing sequential consistency 5 A linear extension of a partial order is a topological sort of this partial order, so it maintains the order of all ordered pairs of the partial order.
have been proposed. Usually these protocols use votes 24] or quorums 13] mechanisms and, consequently, implement actually atomic consistency which is stronger than sequential consistency. Section 5.1 discusses some of these protocols.
Causal Consistency
Causal consistency, introduced by Ahamad et al. in 1991 3], de nes a consistency criterion weaker than sequential consistency. Causal consistency allows for a waitfree implementation of read and write operations in a distributed environment, i.e. causal consistency allows for cheap read/write operations (see 3, 4] for protocols implementing causal consistency).
With sequential consistency, all processes agree on a same legal sequential history b S. The agreement de ned by causal consistency is weaker. Given a history b H, it is not required that two processes P i and P j agree on the same ordering for the write operations which are not ordered in b H. The reads are however required to be legal. INRIA So, in a causally consistent history, no read operation of a process P i can get a value that, from his point of view, has been overwritten by a more \recent" write.
As an example consider history c H 2 ( Figure 2 ). This history is causally consistent as all its read operations are legal. The history c H 3 ( Figure 3 ) is not causally consistent as the read operation r 3 (x)1 issued by P 3 is not legal: w 1 (x)1 ! H r 3 (x)2 ! H r 3 (x)1. When considering the alternative de nition, when P 3 has issued its rst read operation on x (namely r(x)2), it has got the value 2, and consequently for this process, the value 1 of x has logically been overwritten. 3 Basic Synchronization Constraints
Adding Synchronization Constraints
As mentioned in the introduction, this paper shows that a causally consistent history whose operations respect some synchronization constraints is a sequentially consistent history b H: these synchronization constraints ascertain the existence of a legal and sequential history b S equivalent to b H. From an implementation point of view this means that a protocol implementing sequential consistency can be seen as consisting of two independent layers: (1) a rst layer implementing causal consistency (i.e. basically ensuring the legality of reads), and (2) a second one enforcing the synchronization constraints.
A synchronization constraint orders some pairs of operations. Let op(x) and op 0 (y) be such a pair. Two classes of constraints can be de ned, depending whether or not x and y are the same object.
1. Per object synchronization. In this case the synchronization constraint applies to each object x independently of the others. Two operations op(x) and op 0 (y), such that x and y are distinct, are never synchronized. This type of synchronization is particularly interesting as it provides the locality property introduced in 14]. 2. Inter-object synchronization. In this case the synchronization constraint orders some pairs of operations op(x) and op 0 (y) on distinct objects x and y. This type of synchronization is more general (as it includes the per object synchronization as a special case). Moreover, as op and op 0 can each be a read or a write operation, several subclasses of constraints can be envisaged. We consider below the data race free synchronization of the per object class, and two types of the inter-object class: the concurrent write free synchronization, and the concurrent read free synchronization. These three basic synchronization constraints can be combined to de ne what we call the mixed synchronization constraint. We show that this mixed synchronization, when added to a protocol implementing causal consistency, leads to sequentially consistent histories.
The synchronization constraints will be de ned using the ORD predicate. As indicated previously, the per object synchronization constraint is de ned for each object independently of the others: it consists in ordering con icting operations on each object x (two operations on an object x are con icting i one of them is a write).
In other words, operations on each object obey the readers-writers synchronization. This constraint is usually called DRF (data race free).
DRF synchronization. 
Inter-Object Synchronization
The DRF synchronization does not order operations on distinct objects x and y. We introduce two synchronization constraints that order operations on distinct objects: one called CWF (concurrent write free) applies only to write operations, the other, called CRF (concurrent read free), applies only to read operations.
In both de nitions hereafter we consider a history b H = (H; ! H ) and a pair of (not necessarily distinct) objects x and y. CWF synchronization. This synchronization orders write operations tagged CWF.
For any two distinct write operations, w CW F (x) and w CW F (y), the CWF synchronization ensures ORD (w CW F (x); w CW F (y)).
CRF synchronization. This synchronization orders read operations tagged CRF.
For any two distinct read operations, r CRF (x) and r CRF (y), the CRF synchronization ensures ORD (r CRF (x); r CRF (y) This means the read is aware of both writes and there is no intervening operation op(x)a, with a 6 = u and a 6 = v, in between wCWF(x)v and r(x) and in between wDRF(x)u and r(x). Proof. Let ! be either ! H or ! w or ! r , and let ! w=r be either ! w or ! r .
Consider the directed graph whose vertices are the operations of H, and whose edges are the ! relation. We prove that, for any n > 0, there are no (directed) cycle of length n in this graph. The proof is by induction on m, where m is the number of ! w=r edges in the cycle. ii.2) w(x)u ! H=w w(x)v. In that case we have: w(x)u ! S w(x)v ! S r(x)u. It follows this case is similar to case i). 2 
MSC Synchronization and Distributed Systems
Until now no assumption has been made about the implementation of the set X of objects. Speci cally this means that the result of the previous Section holds in distributed systems where the objects are possibly replicated (e.g. in order to achieve fault-tolerance). In the sequel we consider replication, and discuss the classical implementation of the DRF, CWF and CRF synchronization constraints in distributed systems. Then we propose a simple protocol to implement MSC synchronization and discuss the practical impact of the MSC synchronization (namely, to face partition failures).
Implementing DRF, CWF and CRF Synchronization Constraints
Protocols implementing the DRF synchronization constraint have been proposed for a long time in the context of distributed systems where each object has several copies. Actually, these protocols implement atomic consistency which is a consistency criterion stronger than sequential consistency. Simple protocols for CWF and CRF synchronization can be designed; in all these protocols, legality all read operations is guaranteed by the underlying causal memory. DRF. A simple way to ensure the DRF synchronization consists in using, for each object individually, some form of mutual exclusion. If objects are replicated INRIA this is classically implemented either by a voting protocol 24], or by a more general quorum protocol 13]. Given an object x, let QR x be a read quorum for x, and QW x be a write quorum for x. A read or write operation on object x by process P i , that obey the DRF synchronization, requires for P i to have the corresponding quorum on x.
CWF or CRF. A simple way to ensure the CWF or the CRF synchronization is to use a unique token. Let T CW F be the CWF token, and T CRF the CRF token (note that, under the MSC constraint, these tokens cannot co-exist).
The T CW F token (respt. T CRF ) gives its current owner a universal right to write (respt. read) all the objects. More precisely, a write operation on object x by process P i , that obey the CWF synchronization, requires for P i to have the T CW F token. Similarly a read operation on object x by process P i , that obey the CRF synchronization, requires for P i to have the T CRF token 11 .
An Implementation of the MSC Synchronization Constraint
The advantage of the MSC synchronization over the pure DRF synchronization, or the pure CWF synchronization, is to give two chances to perform an operation: the MSC W synchronization gives two chances to perform a write operation, whereas the MSC R synchronization gives two chances to perform a read operation: MSC W . To write an object x, a process must either have the write quorum QW x , or must have the T CW F token. To read an object x, a process must have the read quorum QR x . MSC R . To read an object x, a process must either have the read quorum QR x , or must have the T CRF token. To write an object x, a process must have the write quorum QW x .
Consider the protocol implementing MSC W . As there are two chances to perform a write operation, if the process willing to write an object x requests both the write quorum QW x and the token T CW F , it will be allowed to write x as soon as one of the two conditions is ful lled. This shows that the MSC constraint is less constraining than either DRF, CWF or CRF considered alone.
Albeit tokens T CW F and T CRF cannot exist simultaneously, the MSC synchronization has a nice property. It is possible, during an execution, to switch from the 11 A token can be made fault-tolerant by replication. In this case, to have the token is equivalent to have a write quorum on the replicated object representing the token.
MSC W to the MSC R synchronization, and from the MSC R synchronization to the MSC W synchronization. In other words, the T CW F token can be dynamically changed to a T CRF token, and conversely. The switching condition is the following: a process P i can change the attribute of the token if and only if (1) P i owns the token, and (2) P i has a read quorum QR x on all the objects of X. (Note that when this condition is ful lled, no process P j can concurrently write any object.)
Network Partitions
The fact that MSC W gives two chances to perform a write operation, and MSC R two chances to perform a read operation, is particularly interesting in the case of network partitions. Consider for example the network partitioned into 1 and 2 . The MSC R synchronization might allow to read an object x in partition 1 even if there is no read quorum for x in 1 (assume T CRF in 1 ). Similarly the MSC W synchronization might allow to write an object x both in partition 1 and in partition 2 (assume T CW F in 1 , and a write quorum for x in 2 ). One could also imagine the case in which no partition has the write quorum on an object x; despite this, the MSC W synchronization might allow to read and write x in some partitions (assume the read quorum for x in 1 and the T CW F token in 2 ).
Thus the MSC synchronization, while ensuring sequential consistency, is exible and reduces the blocking period of processes.
About Other Consistency Criteria
As indicated in the introduction, this paper aimed at showing that sequential consistency can be obtained out of causal consistency by adding appropriate and exible synchronization constraints. Some authors have de ned other consistency criteria to get e cient parallel programs. They also have given conditions to obtain sequential consistency out of these consistency criteria. We present some of them in the next subsections. Relationships between PRAM consistency and causal consistency are rst given. Hybrid consistency, mixed consistency, entry consistency and release consistency are then discussed. A short comparison between the message passing model and the shared memory model concludes this Section.
PRAM Consistency
PRAM (Pipelined RAM) consistency 18] is a consistency criterion weaker than causal consistency. The di erence, in the shared memory model, between PRAM INRIA consistency and causal consistency is the same as the one between FIFO ordering and causal ordering for message deliveries in the message passing model 10, 22] . PRAM and FIFO are only concerned by \direct relations" between pairs of \adjacents" processes and do not take into account transitivity due to intermediary processes. More precisely, in a message passing system with FIFO ordering, two messages sent to a same process by two distinct senders can be delivered in any order, even if the send events are causally related 16] (this is not the case with causal ordering: if the send events are causally related, messages must be delivered in their sending order to the destination process). In the same way, in a PRAM consistent shared memory system, two updates of objects by two distinct processes can be know in any order by a third one 12 (this is not the case in a causally consistent shared memory : if write) and synchronization operations (lock, barrier and await), and on the other side combines PRAM consistency with causal consistency; namely every read operation is tagged either PRAM or causal.
A history b H is mixed consistent if it is:
causally consistent when considering only the legality of read operations tagged causal, and PRAM consistent when considering only the legality of read operations tagged PRAM.
The following result is shown in 2]. A mixed consistent history b H in which all read operations are tagged causal 13 and in which every pair of concurrent operations commute 14 , is sequentially consistent.
Hybrid Consistency
Hybrid consistency has been introduced by Attiya and Friedman in 6] . This consistency criterion guarantees properties on the order in which operations appear to be executed at the program level. Operations are labeled either strong or weak. By de ning which operations are strong and which are weak, a user can tune the consistency criterion to his own need. Informally hybrid consistency guarantees the following two properties: all strong operations appear to be executed in some sequential order, if two operations are invoked by the same process and at least one of them is strong, then they appear to be executed in their invocation order to all processes. Hence all processes agree on a total order for all strong operations, and on the same order for any pair of strong and weak operations issued by the same process. They can disagree on the relative order of any pair of weak operations issued by a process between two strong operations. The following result is proved in 7]: every hybrid consistent history in which all writes are strong and all reads are weak is sequentially consistent; 13 Note b H is then causally consistent. 14 Two concurrent operations commute if their execution order is irrelevant (this is not the case for two concurrent writes on a same object).
INRIA every hybrid consistent history in which all writes are weak and all reads are strong is sequentially consistent.
This result (a hybrid history that satis es the previous property is sequentially consistent) is similar to the one implied by the synchronization constraint CWF or CRF. But it requires more synchronization than the MSC synchronization constraint, as it does not accept either concurrent write operations or concurrent read operations. The MSC constraint potentially allows more parallelism to get sequential consistency (this results from the two layers approach with a basic layer providing an underlying causally consistent memory).
Non Primitive Read and Write Operations
Till now we have supposed that read and write operations o ered to users are primitive operations. Some authors have considered to provide users with mechanisms allowing them to de ne non primitive read and write operations on a set of shared data objects (notation: READ, WRITE). Each such READ or WRITE operation is actually a procedure bracketed by two synchronization operations (release and acquire), and composed of non synchronized primitive read and write operations. Both release consistency 12] and entry consistency 9] address such non primitive READ and WRITE operations, and provide sequential consistency when acquire and release operations guarantee the readers-writers discipline. Concerning protocols implementing these consistency criteria, eager vs lazy 15] is an implementation issue whose aim is to reduce the number of messages and the amount of data exchanged; invalidation vs update is another implementation issue addressing the management of multiple copies of objects when a cached-based approach is used.
Shared Memory Model vs Message Passing Model
The de nition of an history in the shared memory model, and its de nition in the message passing model, have some similarities. The rst de nition of an history in the message passing model is due to Lamport 16] . In the message passing model, operations issued by a process are modeled as events and can be : Similarities between (1) and (3) on one side, and (2) and (4) on the other side, are evident.
Conclusion
This paper has studied synchronization constraints that, when obeyed by operations of a given causally consistent execution, make it sequentially consistent. Such an approach is particularly interesting as, from methodological and implementation points of view, it means that a protocol implementing sequential consistency can consist of two independent layers: a basic one implementing causal consistency and, on top of it, another one implementing some synchronization constraints for the operations issued by processes. The paper introduced the MSC synchronization (mixed synchronization constraint) which generalizes (1) the known DRF (data race free) and CWF (concurrent write free) synchronizations and (2) a new one called CRF (concurrent read free). A main interest of this constraint lies in the fact it allows concurrent con icting operations on a same object while ensuring sequential consistency; this is particularly interesting in the the context of distributed systems (where objects are possibly replicated) to cope with partition failures: con icting operations in two distinct partitions do not necessarily block processes that issue them (as it is the case with quorum based protocols). Technically, a tag (control type) is associated with each operation, and all operations endowed with the same tag obey the same constraint. The paper has also classi ed the synchronization constraints in two classes: the per object synchronization class, and the inter-object synchronization class (which includes the per object synchronization class). This classi cation allows to better understand linearizability (which has the nice locality property 14]) with respect to sequential consistency: linearizability is obtained by the per object synchronization. Finally, while the paper has identi ed MSC as a su cient condition to get sequential consistency out of causal consistency, it would be interesting to identify a necessary condition to get sequential consistency out of causal consistency.
